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ABSTRACT

Since the early 1980's, the Academic Wind Tunnel has

operated with only one half its designed power section.

Resultant flow qualities have limited the use of this

facility. A damping screen was installed in the settling

chamber to reduce the level of turbulence intensity in the

tunnel. Following this modification, calibration measurements

in the vertical centerplane were performed to document flow

conditions in the test section. The tunnel calibration

investigated lateral pressure variations, flow angularity, and

turbulence intensity and included an airspeed calibration.

When available results were compared to data from calibrations

performed before the tunnel modification. Results indicate

the total and static pressure lateral variation is within

1.0%, angular variation of approximately ±1.00 exists in the

test section, and a 25.0% reduction in turbulence intensity

was obtained due to the presence of the damping screen. FIow

separation in the diffuser is believed to be influencing total

pressure oscillation in the test section. Accesion For
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I. INTRODUCTION

The most controversial laboratory facility within the

Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics is the Naval

Postgraduate School's 3.5' x 5.0' Academic Wind Tunnel. The

faculty and staff are divided on the subject of the future use

of the tunnel as an educational and experimental device.

Without the benefit of a recent and thorough tunnel

calibration following a major tunnel modification, opponents

have lobbied for the removal of the wind tunnel facility. The

purpose of this thesis is to perform and document a complete

tunnel calibration and provide results as evidence for either

side of this dispute.

A. THE ISSUE

The Academic Wind Tunnel is a low-speed, closed-circuit

wind tunnel. Located in the southwest corner of Halligan

Hall, it measures 75.0 feet in length, 15.0 feet in width and

60.0 feet in height. Vertically oriented, the tunnel spans

from the floor of the basement to the ceiling of the

building. The tunnel was designed by West Coast Research Co.,

of Los Angeles, California in 1955. Under construction from

1955 through 1961, the Academic Wind Tunnel was not

operational until 1965. Figure 1.1 is a side view of the

facility.
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Figure 1.1 Academic Wind Tunnel
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During designed 200-knot operations, two 150-horsepower

electric motors power two four-blade counter-rotating

propellers. The tunnel does not incorporate flow

straighteners following the power section since the dual

propeller system was designed to remove swirl at all blade

pitch angles and tunnel speeds. Turning vanes with adjustable

trailing edge tabs are located at each corner of the tunnel.

The settling chamber provides a contraction ratio of 6.9 and

is an ideal location to place screens and other devices which

reduce turbulence and provide a uniform airstream into the

test section. A breather slot is located at the exit of the

test section and is used to exchange air with the tunnel room

during tunnel start and stop conditions. An equally important

breather slot function is to maintain a uniform pressure in

the test section relative to atmospheric pressure by

supplementing airflow leakage losses which occur throughout

the tunnel circuitry. The eight-foot-long test section is

octagonal in shape and offers visual and physical access from

both sides of the tunnel. The side walls are hinged at the

top and open outward to expose the entire length of the test

section.

Unfortunately, the tunnel has not operated at design

conditions since the early 1980's. A screwdriver left inside

the test section passed through and damaged the power section

of the tunnel. To minimize cost and return the tunnel to

operating condition, four of the least damaged blades were
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j.nstalled on the lower hub assembly. This single tan system

reduced maximum speed to 145 knots through the test section.

Even in its impaired condition, laboratory experiments and

graduate-level research were conducted in the tunnel.

In 1990, Lieutenant Duanne E. Nestor attempted to

revitalize the Academic Wind Tunnel. He designed and

implemented a digital data acquisition system, performed an

airspeed calibration and conducted hot wire experiments to

determine turbulence intensity levels. He concluded that

tu-?rulence levels of 0.4k could be reduced to 0.3k by

installation of a damping screen in the settling chamber.

[Ref. l:p. 46]

B. THE MODIFICATION

Following the recommendation of Lieutenant Nestor and

Professor Louis V. Schmidt, a fine mesh screen was installed

in the settling chamber during February, 1992. The function

of such a screen is described in Pankhurst and Holder [Ref.

2:p. 28].

The physical explanation of the action of such a
screen is that large scale eddies are removed at the
expense of the introduction of a larger number of eddies
of much smaller scale which are found to decay rapidly.
The screen thus decreases the turbulence at a sufficient
distance downstream although it may considerably increase
the turbulence at small distances.

Screens made of small diameter wire placed in the low-speed

region upstream of the contraction cone, could reduce the

4



level of turbulence in the test section.

The settling chamber is 10.0 feet wide and 10.0 feet high.

The screen material used was 16 mesh stainless steel wire

which came in four-foot-wide rolls. To provide a uniform

screen across the entire area, the rolls of screen were laid

out vertically with a center section four feet wide and a

three-foot-wide section on either side. The screen was

located 13.5 feet upstream of the entrance to the test section

and experienced a slight axial sag as a result of stresses

associated with aerodynamic loads.

The drop in pressure due to the presence of the damping

screen was calculated using the procedures in Appendix A of

Pankhurst and Holders' text.

K = P1 - P2

1/2pV1 I

where p, and P 2 are the pressures upstream and downstream of

the screen respectively, p is the density of the fluid, V1 is

the upstream velocity and K is the resistance coefficient.

From standard gauze data tables and Figure 370 in Appendix A,

16 mesh screens with wire diameters of 0.009 of an inch are

predicted to have a resistance coefficient equal to 0.7. This

conclusion was based on a Reynolds number with the velocity

equal to 30.0 ft/sec. This equated to a theoretical pressure

drop of 0.75 lbf/ft 2 across the damping screen.[Ref. 2]
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C. WIND TUNNEL CALIBRATION

Determination of flow characteristics through the test

section is required before conducting operational and

experimental research. These procedures must be performed

following tunnel construction and any time the tunnel is

modified. Meaningful experimental results can only be

obtained if the approaching airstream is well defined. For

low speed wind tunnels, the airstream is defined when the

distribution of dynamic pressure, static pressure, and total

pressure are known along with the tunnel temperature and

turbulence (Ref. 3:p. 85].

The tunnel calibration process is broken down into five

phases.

"* Lateral Pressure Variation. Flow measurement devices are
traversed laterally across the test section to ensure a
uniform pressure and velocity distribution.

"* Longitudinal Pressure Variation. Flow measurement devices
are utilized to measure the static pressure gradient from
the entrance cone to the exit cone of the test section.
This test is necessar. if buoyancy corrections are to be
made.

"• Flow Angularity. Measurements using multiple port
pressure sensing devices identify the presence of swirl or
rotation of the airflow through the test section. If
excessive or unknown amounts of swirl exist, errors in all
force and moment calculations will be induced.

"* Tunnel Turbulence Level. Pressure or electrical measuring
devices are utilized to ensure the results of wind tunnel
testing may be applied to the conditions of free flight.
Excessive turbulence levels dramatically alter the
effective Reynolds number which could invalidate the
results.
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* Test Section Airspeed. Flow velocity through the test
section is regulated by a reference pressure differential.
These pressure sensing devices are located upstream of the
test section well away from the tunnel centerline. If
dimensionless performance parameters are to be accurately
calculated, the actual velocity along the centerline must
be known.

Paragraph 3.0 of the "General Specifications for the 3.5

ft. X 5.0 ft. - 200 knot Academic Wind Tunnel" directed

performance specifications which would be used as acceptance

criteria following tunnel construction. Specifically,

deviation from mean design velocity across the test section

was limited to less than 1.0%. A static pressure variation of

approximately 1.0% of the mean dynamic pressure along the

longitudinal axis was permitted. Angularity of flow was to be

within 0.50 with respect to the axis of the test section. The

turbulence level without screens was to be within 1.0%

parallel and 1.5% perpendicular to the flow in the test

section.[Ref. 41

In 1959, the Navy Department terminated its contract with

the West Coast Research Co. after the Academic Wind Tunnel had

fallen three years behind the construction schedule, exceeded

cost estimates and failed its acceptance calibration.

Excessive power required to generate the maximum tunnel

velocity of 200 knots, large changes in temperature during

runs, high turbulence levels and poor construction methods

were cited in the ensuing lawsuit. The project was turned

over to the TASK Corporation of Anaheim, California. They
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repaired numerous pressure leaks and improved flow angularity

by adjustment of the trailing edge tabs on the turning vanes.

Over the years, fine tuning of the tunnel has been performed

by personnel within the Department of Aeronautics and

Astronautics.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

For ease of visualization, Figure 2.1 contains a side and

cross-sectional view of the test section. With the viewer

facing upstream, the tunnel wall to the left was designated

position "0" and the right wall was labelled position "60".

All flow measurements were taken on the vertical centerplane,

21.0 inches above the tunnel floor. The position of the

reference pitot and ring static system used to set the tunnel

dynamic pressure (q) in the test section is included in Figure

2.1.

Unless otherwise indicated all traversing gear, mounting

equipment and measuring devices were designed by the author

and built by Naval Postgraduate School technicians.

A. LATERAL PRESSURE MEASURMENTS

Mounting hardware for a lateral traversing system already

existed on the side walls of the test section. The support

assembly was located 15.0 inches above the tunnel floor and

28.0 inches aft of the entry to the test section. Various

pressure sensing devices could be attached to a cylindrical

pole and traversed across the tunnel. An 11.0-foot-long

stainless steel pole was located and used for this purpose.

Circular rings were etched every ,inch along the pole in order

to mark the lateral position- of the probe in the test section.
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Figure 2.1 Teuit Section Schematic
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A single longitudinal line was etched along the pole to be

used as a witness mark to maintain probe alignment with the

airstream. A reference witness mark was etched on the

mounting support assembly.

In uniform flow a pitot-static probe is used to measure

stagnation or total pressure (po) and static pressure (p.).

With these values the tunnel dynamic pressure (q) is

determined using the Bernoulli equation. For incompressible

low-speed flows this reduces to

q = po - p. = 1/2pV2. 2.1

A Kiel probe was used to measure total pressure across the

test section. This device was chosen for its unimpaired

accuracy over a range of yaw angles. Dimensions for the Kiel

probe were scaled from Figure 7-41 in Holman (Ref. 5]. Figure

2.2 is a photograph of the Kiel probe in the test section.

Static pressure measurements in a flowstream of uncertain

direction are considerably more difficult than those of total

pressure. The most accurate way to measure static pressure

under these conditions was to measure the static pressure at

the wall where the flow direction was confined. To account

for local flow perturbations, the reference static ring

consisted of five ports which averaged the static pressure

along the wall. Since the reference static ring was not

located in the test section, a static port was designed and
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Figure 2.2 Kiel Probe and Static Pressure Port
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located on the vertical centerplane at position "60". The

divergent side walls of the test section provided a challenge

to mount the static port flush. The static pressure read from

this port was equal to the averaged static pressure of the

reference ring at all tunnel speeds. This provided an

accurate measurement of static pressure along the lateral path

of the traversing probes. The static port is visible in

Figure 2.2.

A static pressure probe was designed and used to provide

a knowledge of the static pressure variation across the test

section. If the flow angularity proved to be within

acceptable limits, the static pressure readings could be

combined with the total pressure readings to determine the

lateral variation in dynamic pressure. Figure 2.3 is a

photograph of the static pressure probe in the test section.

1. Data Acquisition

A mounting bracket was designed to attach both probes

to the traversing pole. Tygon tubing was run from the probes

through the center of the pole and out to a wall manometer.

Since readings were taken visually from the wall manometer,

they were deemed accurate to within ±0.1 inches of water.

13



Figure 2.3 Static Pressure Probe
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Conversion of the data from heights of water to

pressure followed the relationship

1 ATM = 406.96 inches H2 0 = 2116.2 ibf/ft 2 . 2.2

B. LONGITUDINAL PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS

Before beginning this phase of the calibration, a thorough

investigation of the tunnel was conducted. Several locations

allowing pressure losses were discovered in the settling

chamber and at the entrance to the test section. The port

side of the breather slot was gently taking in air from the

tunnel room while the starboard side was pulsing air out at a

higher rate. Additionally, fluctuations in total pressure

were observed while trying to establish a constant dynamic

pressure.

The computer system which enhanced data acquisition for

the Academic Wind Tunnel was being used for an experiment in

the Aerolab Wind Tunnel. Without it, a time history of the

pressure oscillations could not be accurately recorded and

analyzed. The decision was made to postpone this experiment

until the data acquisition system was available.

C. FLOW ANGULARITY

"Though many wind tunnels exhibit an angular variation of

±0.75 deg or even ±1.0 deg, it is not believed that accurate

15



testing can be done with a variation greater than ±0.50 deg."

[Ref. 3:p. 112] The West Coast Research Co., temporarily

placed two heavy damping screens in the settling chamber and

used a dual slotted, cylindrical flow inclination probe to

claim compliance with the 0.50 angularity performance

specification. Since that time, several flow angularity

measurements have been conducted. The most recent data was

compiled by Captain Christopher L. Sargent, United States

Army, in 1985. He examined the flow angularity of the

Academic Wind Tunnel prior to investigating the influence of

helicopter tail shapes on drag [Ref. 6]. Results of his data

are presented for comparison in Chapter III.

The yawhead probe used for flow angularity measurements

was designed by Professor Louis V. Schmidt in March, 1965.

The probe consisted of five ports which were drilled in a

hemispherical nose 13/16 inch in diameter. One port was

aligned with the axis of the yawhead. The remaining four

ports were equally spaced and concentrically a. ranged around

the center port. Pressure leads were inteinally routed

through the 7.25 inch sting mount. In practice, the alignment

of the yawhead was adjusted until pressures on opposite sides

of the center port were equal. When this occurred, the probe

was aligned with the direction of the flow. Figure 2.4 is a

photograph of the yawhead attached to the three strut balance.

This yawmeter takes advantage of the known flow properties

about a sphere. The Coefficient of Pressure (Cr) is defined

16



Figure 2.4 Yawhead Probe
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as

P - PM 2.3

The application of Bernoulli's equation

p,+ 1/2pV- = p + 1/2pV2  2.4

reduces the numerator to

p- p.= 1/2p( V - V2 ). 2.5

Now the Coefficient of Pressure is defined as

1 -/2p( V - V 2 ) v 2C = , - f r - ( V ) 2. 2.
1/2p V0 V

For flow about a sphere [Ref. 7:p. 383]

Ve = 3/2VsinO 2.7

which when substituted into Equation 2.6 yields

Cp = 1 - 9/4sin2 d 2.8

or equivalently

18



p - p = q•(l - 9/4sin2o) . 2.9

Figure 2.5 is a schematic of the yawhead at some flow

inclination (a). For flows aligned off axis the following

three equations determine the pressure differential due #:o the

flow inclination:

p05 - p, = q,(l - 9/4sin2 a) 2.10

, -p, = q0 (1 - 9/4sin2 (C, 0)) 2.11

P0 3 -p. = q (1 9/4sin2 (Y - 0)). 2.12

If

'Pe = PI1 P03 2.13

then

Ape = 9/4q,(sin2(c - 9) - sin 2 (• + 0)). 2.14

Using the following trigonometric identities

sin2 (0) = 1/2(1 - cos28) 2.15

and

19
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cos(a ± 0) = cosacosO T sinosinO 2.16

Equation 2.14 reduces to

Ap 8 = -9/4q, (sin2otsin2O) . 2.17

Non-dimensionalizing with respect to the axis of the probe

yields

AP8  -9/4sin2cisin26 2.18

PO5 - Pe 1 - 9/4sin2 a

Using the fact that the "sin20" term in Equation 2.18 is

at a maximum value when 0-45.00, the orifice locations on the

yawhead were located at the 45.00 position relative to the

axis of the probe. This provided theoretical values for the

pressure relationship as a function of the flow inclination.

With 0=45.00, Equation 2.18 reduces to

APe -9/4sin2t 2.19

P05 - P. 1 - 9/4sin2 f

A calibration of the yawhead was performed to establish

the actual pressure variation with respect to a known flow

inclination, vice the predicted variation of Equation 2.19.

The difference in pressure between ports Pel and P6 3 will be

used for an example. The same procedures were used for ports

21



P62 and P04 -

The yawhead probe was calibrated in the wind tunnel using

a geometric angle of attack (ag) referenced to the centerline

of the test section. The yawhead was attached to the three

strut balance and positioned on tunnel centerline with Pei and

P8 3 vertically aligned with p8 5 . Zero og was established with

a carpenter level using the axis of the sting mount as a

horizontal reference. Subsequent angles of inclination were

controlled and monitored with a remote indicating angle of

attack sensing unit. This system provided an electrical

signal output and is described in Nestor (Ref. 1]. Pressure

readings for Pei, P8 3 and pe5 were taken for geometric angles

of attack from 200 down (-200) to 200 up (+200). The probe

was then inverted and the same measurements were taken again.

When plotted as in Figure 2.6, the following information can

be obtained.

"* The average of the normal and inverted values for pressure
on the surface of the sphere was used to determine the
relationship with the geometric angle of attack

"* The intersection of the mean line with the horizontal axis
denoted the flow inclination angle.

"* The difference between the mean line and each plotted line
represented the instrument error.

The yawhead was rotated 90.00 and the same procedures were

used for pe 2 and P04. This gave the yawhead the capability to

measure both flow alpha and beta angles.

Figures 2.7 and 2.8 are the results of the calibration

22
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Figure 2.6 Yawhead Calibration Information
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runs for pS, and P83 at dynamic pressures of 30.0 lbf/ft 2 and

50.0 lbf/ft 2 respectively. Figures 2.9 and 2.10 show the

calibration results for Pe2 and P04 at the same conditions.

Figures 2.11, 2.12, 2.13 and 2.14 show these pressure

relationships for angle of attack values that would most

likely be encountered in the wind tunnel test section. A

linear relationship was assumed for this region and the

figures revealed a flow inclination angle on tunnel centerline

of -1.00. This translated to a 1.00 upward flow inclination

in the test section. The figures also show an instrument

error of ±0.02 deg"-

Once the probe was calibrated, it was secured to a

mounting probe and attached to the traversing pole. The

yawhead was used to measure flow angularity across the test

section by recording the pressure differentials and reading

the corresponding angle of attack values from Figures 2.11

through 2.14.

1. Data Acquisition

Tygon tubing connected the yawhead pressure ports P8i

through P84 to a wall manometer. Water heights with a ±0.1

inch accuracy were recorded visually and converted to units of

pressure using Equation 2.2. Tygon tubing connected port P65

and the reference static ring (p.) to a U-tube manometer

filled with alcohol. Conversion of the data from height of

26
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alcohol to units of pressure followed the relationship

1 ATM = 516.15 inches alcohol = 2116.2 lbf/ft 2 . 2.20

Angle of attack settings during calibration were set

using a voltmeter and were accurate to ±0.010.

D. AIRSPEED CALIBRATION

Once flow direction was determined inside the test

section, a pitot-static tube was used to measure the test

section dynamic pressure along the tunnel centerline. Figure

2.15 contains a photograph of the pitot-static probe and

mounting assembly used during this phase of the calibration.

This particular measuring system had been used by previous

students in their studies using the Academic Wind Tunnel.

To minimize flow interference the reference pitot-static

system was located three inches upstream of the entrance to

the test section. This system measured total pressure with a

Kiel probe and static pressure with a ring of five flush

mounted static ports. It did not measure the dynamic pressure

along the centerline of the test section. By inserting a

pitot-static probe in this location and concurrently measuring

the output of the reference system, the upstream system could

be used to establish dynamic pressure in the test section.

A compressibility correction was applied to the readings

of the pitot-static calibration system. This correction
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Figure 2.15 Pitot-Static Calibration Systm
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factor is based on the isentropic perfect gas relations for

compressible flow and following a binomial expansion results

in

___0_ - (1 + M 2 , (2 - y)M 4  2.21
q 4 24

Nestor (Ref. 1] discusses the derivation of the

compressibility correction. Equation 2.21 was used to correct

the measured pressure differential of the calibration system

for the often neglected low-speed compressibility effects.

1. Data Acquisition

Tygon tubing connected the total and static pressire

probes of each system to two side-by-side micromanometers. It

should be noted that the tubing corme-ting the reference

system was four times larger in diameter than the tubing used

for the calibration system. This had an effect on the

difference in frequency response of the measuring systems.

One person monitored each manometer to simultaneously record

heights of water. Measurements of water height on the

micromanometer were accurate to ±0.01 centimeters of water.

These readings were converted to units of pressure using

Equation 2.2.

E. TURBULENCE MEASURMUNTS

The primary reason for installing a damping screen inside

the wind tunnel was to reduce the level of turbulence in the
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test section. Hot-wire and hot-film anemometers were used to

measure the turbulence intensity along the centerline of the

Academic Wind Tunnel. These electronically-controlled sensors

measure fluid velocity by sensing changes in heat transfer.

Key to this transformation is the electronic circuitry used to

control the sensor. A TSI Incorporated IFA 100 anemometer

served this purpose and used a feedback loop to maintain

constant temperature at the sensor.

As the velocity increased past the hot-wire anemometer,

temperature and the wire resistance (Rw) decreased. This

lower voltage condition was sensed by the IFA 100 which

increased the current through the sensor to maintain a

constant temperature.

The nonlinear relationship between heat transfer and fluid

velocity is expressed by King's Law

E2
S= [a + b(pU)n] . (Tw - T.) 2.22

where E2 /R is power supplied, p is the density of the fluid,

a, b and n are constants obtained from the calibration of the

sensor, U is the velocity of the fluid, T. is the sensor

temperature and T. is the freestream temperature of the fluid.

For incompressible flow conditions, a linearized form of

Equation 2.22 is

E 2 = A + BUn 2.23
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where A is the square of the voltage at zero velocity (E0
2 )

and B and n are determined from calibration of the sensor.

Traditionally the value used for n has been 0.45 or 0.5, but

a more accurate value can be determined from Equation 2.23 by

taking the natural log of both sides and rearranging to get

In(E 2 -E) = inB + nlnU. 2.24

In this linearized form plotting values of ln(E2 - E0
2 ) as a

function of ln(U) produced values for B and n.

A single probe hot-wire anemometer cannot discern flow

direction. However, orientation of the probe allowed axial

and vertical velocity components to be measured. This

summation of velocity components in vector form is

ui j+wk. 2.25

For turbulent flows the instantaneous velocity component

consists of a mean velocity plus some velocity fluctuation

about that mean. In equation form

Ui U u U/ 2.26

k = _w +'. 2.27

Figure 2.16 is an illustration of the relationship between

mean velocity and the fluctuations about that mean expressed
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Figure 2.16 Turbulence Fluctuations Clef. 5:p. 256]
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in Equation 2.26. Applying Equations 2.26 and 2.27 to

Equation 2.25 produces an expression for the instantaneous

velocity

-=u -U'. 2.28

Thermal anemometers can respond to very rapid changes in

flow velocity. They possess the capability to measure both

components of the instantaneous velocity. Substituting

Equation 2.28 into Equation 2.23 yields

(E + el)2 = A + B(U + U/) 2  2.29

where E is the dc voltage required to maintain the sensor at

the operating temperature and e' is the rms voltage

fluctuations about that mean.

Turbulence intensity is the ratio of the perturbations of

the flow velocity to the averaged velocity of the fluid.

Turbulence Intensity = UT/U 2.30

Rearranging Equation 2.29 yields

E2 + 2Ee/ + el 2 = A + Ban(1 + U/1U)n 2.31

Expanding the right side of Equation 2.31 with the assumption

that n < 1.0 yields
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E2 * 2Ee/ + e12 = A + BUn(1 ÷ nU//U + H.O.T.). 2.32

Neglecting the higher order terms and applying Equation 2.23

produces

2Ee1 
- BnU(n-1) U. 2.33

Rearranging and dividing both sides by U and realizing the

values represent rms voltage measurements gives

FU/U= 2E 4 7/2/Bniin. 2.34

Equation 2.34, a linearized version of King's Law, was used to

calculate turbulence intensity.

A hot-film and a hot-wire anemometer were used to measure

the turbulence intensity within the test section. Hot film

sensors are more rugged than hot wires and are normally

preferred in flows that contain particle matter which could

foul the sensor. Hot wire sensors normally have a higher

sensitivity to changes in temperature and offer superior

frequency response at minimum noise levels. For future

correlation the types of probes used during this phase of the

tunuil calibration are listed in TABLE 2.1.
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TABLE 2.1 PROBE DESCRIPTION

Probe Type Material Diameter Length

Hot Film Nickel on 70 AM 1.25 mm
Dantec 55P01 Quartz Fiber

Hot Wire Plat.-plated 5 IAm 1.25 mm
Dantec 55PIl Tungsten

Knowledge of turbulence intensity levels over a range of

tunnel speeds was desired. Calibration of each sensor was

performed in accordance with the procedures contained in

Chapters 3 and 4 of the IFA 100 Instruction Manual [Ref. 7).

Figure 2.17 compares the nonlinear relationship between the

voltage required to maintain the hot film and the hot wire at

250 0 C over the range of tunnel velocities. Figures 2.18 and

2.19 show the same information following linearization

according to Equation 2.24 for the hot film and hot wire

respectively.

1. Data Acquisition

Figure 2.20 is a photograph of the hot wire anemometer

probe mounted to the three strut balance. Before proceeding

with the calibration, the tunnel temperature was allowed to

rise to a level which could be maintained constant during the

runs. RPns voltages were recorded at each data point since the

data points coincided with the velocities of interest. The

mean voltage (E) was read directly from the IFA 100 and the

rms voltage (/e' 2 ) was read from a Hewlett Packard 3400A RMS

Voltmeter. A Hewlett Packard 1741A Oscilloscope was used to
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Hot Film E-1.2000E+O + 2.6783E-2U -

1.9462E-4U'2 + 7.6236E-7U'3 -
1.1620E-OU'4

Hot Wire E-9.1801E-1 + 1.3952E-2U -

1.0962E-4U^2 + 4.4084E-7U'3 -
6.7454E-10U'44.0
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Figure 2.17 Voltage va Velocity: lot Wire and Rot Film
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in(E'2-Eo^2) - -8.3787E-1 +
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Figure 2.18 Linearized Calibration of Not Film
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ln(E'2-Eo'2) - -1.4892E+O +
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Figure 2.19 Linearized Calibration of Hot Wire
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Figure 2.20 Hot Wire Probe
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observe the signal. Figure 2.21 is a photograph of the data

acquisition equipment.

The output signals were conditioned with the use of a

10000-Hz low-pass filter. Tunnel velocity (j) was obtained

from the results of the airspeed calibration described in the

previous section. Turbulence intensity values were computed

using Equation 2.34.
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III. RESULTS

A. TUNNEL TEMPERATURE

The description of a flow field would not be complete

without characterization of its temperature. During initial

operations a noticeable change in temperature within the

tunnel was observed.

Heat is added to the airstream at a rate equal to the

kinetic energy supplied by the power section via the fan.

Without an active cooling system, the total temperature of the

airstream will increase until equilibrium is reached.

Additional contributions to temperature rise are wall

friction, flow separation, turbulence and blockage effects.

The Academic Wind Tunnel is equipped with air exchange

doors which permit flushing of the hot tunnel air. The

exhaust door is located at the top of the settling chamber and

routes the hot tunnel air outside the building. The intake

door is located just aft of the test section at the top of the

tunnel. The system was designed to operate only when the

tunnel was at zero velocity. The air exchange system has

seldom been used due to the fact that tunnel operating times

have been short in duration. During this calibration only the

exhaust door was used to cool the tunnel.

Knowledge of airstream temperature is imperative if
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testing involves Reynolds number applications. Reynolds

number is defined as

pUx 3.1Re = PU .

where x is some characteristic length and A is the coefficient

of viscosity. As the temperature increases, Reynolds number

decreases. Using the temperature gauge located in the liwer

portion of the settling chamber, temperature readings were

recorded from tunnel start through a run time of 50.0 minutes

at a variety of tunnel dynamic pressures. Figure 3.1 plots

the change in temperature during the run time. Each tunnel

setting had a period of rapid temperature rise followed by an

approximately linear increase of temperature with time. These

results were used during the turbulence measurement phase of

this calibration and are provided as documentation for future

users of the Academic Wind Tunnel.

For the temperature range in which this tunnel operated,

the average Reynolds number per characteristic length (Re/X)

was 1.2E6ft 1 . A 10.0 0 F change in tunnel temperature resulted

in a change in Re/X of 3.OE4ft"1.

B. TOTAL PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS

While performing the temperature profile just described,

excessive fluctuations in total pressure were observed. Below

a tunnel dynamic pressure of 30.0 lbf/ft 2 , the total pressure
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was constant. Above that setting, fluctuations which

increased with dynamic pressure were observed. Two

explanations for this condition included pressure losses

through leaks in the tunnel and a possible problem of surging

caused by flow separation in the diffuser section.

Due to constraints in the design of the diffuser section,

the expansion angle was not uniform in the axial direction.

This left the boundary layer in this region vulnerable to flow

separation. In 1965, splitter plates were positioned in the

diffuser section to reduce the diffuser angle. This fixed the

periodic separation/reattachment problem that plagued the

tunnel in its early years, but whether it completely prevented

separation in the diffuser has not been determined.

C. MAXIMUM DYNAMIC PRESSURE

During initial tunnel runs a maximum dynamic pressure of

65.8 lbf/ft 2 or 32.17 centimeters of water was obtained. In

August 1990 before installation of the damping screen, 71.6

lbf/ft 2 or 35.0 centimeters of water was recorded as the

maximum dynamic pressure. This 5.8 lbf/ft 2 loss in test

section dynamic pressure was attributed to the presence of the

damping screen. If the Reynolds number used for Equation 1.1

is corrected for the higher velocity flow in the test section,

correlation of predicted and actual pressure losses results.
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D. LATERAL PRESSURE VARIATION

Due to the width of the mounting bracket, total and static

pressure measurements could be recorded no closer than 0.5 of

an inch to the tunnel wall. Measurements were recorded from

0.5 through 59.5 inches at one-inch intervals. The 1/16-inch

diameter tygon tubing limited measurements to steady state

conditions so time was allowed for the conditions to stabilize

following probe repositioning.

The Kiel probe was tested to verify its unimpaired

accuracy over a range of yaw angles. The probe was rotated

forward and backward in the wind tunnel until a change of ±0.2

of an inch in water height could be observed. This degree of

accuracy could be maintained through 51.20 of rotation into

the flowstream and 47.10 rotation in the opposite direction.

Figure 3.2 contains the results of the total pressure

survey across the test section over a range of tunnel

settings. For reclarification, position "0" is the left wall

of the tunnel as the probe faced upstream. Figure 3.2

contains three items of interest.

"* A general trend of increased total pressure was observed
within 10.0 inches of the starboard wall. This difference
in energy was audible in the tone of vibration on either
side of the contraction cone. It could also be felt by
placing a hand through the breather slot on each side of
the tunnel and feeling the difference in energy.

"* Data acquisition was performed by two people for dynamic
pressures up through 50.0 lbf/ft . One person positioned
the probe while the other recorded water height, monitored
tunnel temperature and maintained reference dynamic
pressure. During the 50.0 lbf/ft 2 measurements, it was
noted that the fluctuations in total pressure along with
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the rapid temperature rise required a third person to
monitor the tunnel setting full time. For this reason,
the measurement above 50.0 lbf/ft 2 appears smoother than
the one below it.

0 The total pressure variation across the tunnel was within
1.0%. This was considered as consistent with the accuracy
of the measurement system.

Figure 3.3 graphically represents the total pressure minus

the wall static pressure normalized with respect to the tunnel

reference dynamic pressure. The activity on the right side of

the tunnel is more apparent in this presentation of the data.

The static pressure probe was installed and traversed

across the test section during runs of 30.0 lbf/ft 2 and 50.0

lbf/ft 2 . As anticipated the static pressure probe showed a

significant reaction to the influence of the tunnel wall. In

general the trend of the static pressure was to follow the

total pressure variation across the test section. Results

were within the accuracy of the measurement system. Figure

3.4 presents the static pressure variation normalized with

respect to the atmospheric pressure for the runs conducted at

the dynamic pressures mentioned.

E. FLOW ANGULARITY

There were two steps involved in the angle of attack

calibration of the tunnel balance. The first was to measure

the voltage change per degree angle of attack. The second was

to adjust the angle limit switches in order to provide the

desired range of angle of attack settings. The current
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resistor setup in the automated control system limits the

range to ±20.00. Figure 3.5 shows 0.48711 volts were required

to change the angle of attack setting by one degree. The

limit switches were then adjusted to cover a range of settings

about the zero geometric angle of attack.

The results of the yawhead calibration at dynamic

pressures of 30.0 lbf/ft 2 and 50.0 lbf/ft 2 are presented in

Figures 2.7 through 2.14.

A comparison of theoretical values, calculated using

Equation 2.19, to values actually measured during the yawhead

calibration was conducted. TABLE 3.1 is a presentation of

this comparison.

TABLE 3.1 COMPARISON OF YAWEEAD RESULTS

Theory Actual Actual

a (deg) -9/4sin2a P81 - P83 P82 - P84
1 - 9/4sin2 o P85 -P. P5 - P

1 -0.0786 -0.114 -0.110

2 -0.1574 -0.171 -0.167
3 -0.2366 -0.228 -0.223

4 -0.3166 -0.286 -0.279

5 -0.3975 -0.343 -0.336

Results from TABLE 3.1 show the difference between theory

and actual pressure measurements range from 31.1% at low

angles of attack to 15.5% at the higher settings. At
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intermediate settings closer correlation exists.

A comparison of the change in pressure relationship with

a change in angle of attack revealed values of -0.057 deg-I

for the theoretical slope and -0.080 deg-' for the actual

slope.

Figures 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 contain the flow inclination

results obtained over a range of dynamic pressures. Three

significant features are evident from the results.

"* Flow inclination in the horizontal direction is within
acceptable limits through the range of dynamic pressures
examined.

"* The yawhead was traversed 1.25 feet upstream of the
calibration position. The results at the lower two speeds
confirm flow inclination along the tunnel centerline to be
sl.00. This could not be reproduced at the highest
setting. Multiple runs were conducted at all speeds to
verify the trend and amount of flow inclination. At the
highest speed pressure forces and the significant moment
arm created by the yawhead mounting device made it
difficult to keep the probe aligned with the flow. This
was most pronounced when the probe was near the starboard
wall. A torque grip was designed to help stabilize the
traversing pole.

"* Angular variation of approximately ±1.00 exists in the
center of the test section at all tunnel settings tested.
Due to the airloads and mounting hardware the yawhead
vibrated during all readings. This vibration was most
pronounced when the yawhead was on the starboard side of
the wind tunnel. The erratic readings in this location
were repeatable at all speeds.

Two practical methods could be used to reduce the swirl in

the test section. Honeycomb placed upstream of the damping

screen could reduce the variation in flow angularity. An

associated pressure loss across the honeycomb/screen system
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would occur. The second method involves adjusting selected

trailing edge tabs on the turning vanes upstream of the

settling chamber [Ref. 3:p. 641. This is the most cost-

effective procedure to improve flow angularity without

increasing pressure losses.

TABLES 3.2 and 3.3 compare the flow inclination before and

after the damping screen was installed. Sargent [Ref. 6:p.

22] measured flow angularity at various locations within the

test section. His results are used as the "BEFORE" data.

Only the lateial position of the "BEFORE" data was documented.

The longitudinal location could not be determined, but was

assumed to be at the model position.

TABLE 3.2 COMPARISON OF FLOW ANGULARITY AT 30 ibj/ft 2

Probe Location Horizontal Plane Vertical Plane

(inches) (degrees) (degrees)

BEFORE AFTER BEFORE AFTER

3 -0.35 -0.34 -1.19 -1.02

15 -0.57 -0.10 +0.49 +0.16

30 -1.1 -0.19 +0.71 -1.17

45 -1.63 -0.41 +1.41 -0.27

57 -2.5 -0.26 -0.93 -0.95

For orientation, the negative direction refers to flow

towards the ceiling in the vertical plane, and towards the

zero position in the horizontal plane.
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TABLE 3.3 COMPARISON OF FLOW ANGULARITY AT 40 IbP/ft 2

Probe Location Horizontal Plane Vertical Plane
(inches) (degrees) (degrees)

BEFORE AFTER BEFORE AFTER

3 -0.23 -0.17 -1.60 -1.69

15 -0.08 +0.04 -0.30 -0.24

30 -0.53 +0.06 -0.46 -1.80

45 -1.37 -0.01 -0.95 -0.01

57 -0.99 +0.06 -0.80 -1.80

General trends derived from this comparison include the

reduction of flow inclination in the horizontal plane, and

upward flow along the tunnel centerline following installation

of the damping screen.

F. AIRSPEED CALIBRATION

Figure 3.9 contains the results of the airspeed

calibration. The vertical axis represents the ratio of tie

differences in pressure measured with the calibration system

to those measured with the reference system, times the

compressibility factor. In equation form,

(Po - P.) Cal (Po - P') cal x [1 + - + + ÷ .. ] 3.2

q (Po - P') ref 4 40

With this current data the tunnel reference system can be used

to set the desired velocity conditions at the model position.
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The difference in the diameter of the tygon tubing

connecting each system to the micromanometers coupled with the

total pressure oscillations already mentioned, made data

acquisition difficult. Three readings were taken at a number

of selected data points to average the discordant

fluctuations.

A potential error in experimental technique was introduced

when the calibration pitot-static system was not aligned with

the -1.00 flow inclination. The probe was aligned with zero

geometric angle of attack. Spacers could have been placed

under the rear support to provide proper alignment. Figure

3.10 shows the error introduced by this experimental

procedure. In comparison to the accuracy of the measuring

system, the error was considered negligible.

G. TURBULENCE INTENSITY

Seven data points were used to calibrate each sensor. To

avoid applying temperature compensations to Kings Law, Figure

3.1 was used to select a temperature at which the working

fluid would remain constant during calibration. A temperature

of 84.0 0 F or 28.90C was selected. By varying the tunnel

speeds during calibration, the tunnel temperature was

maintained at this level. Values for the calibration

constants, n and B, were obtained from Figures 2.18 and 2.19

and are listed in TABLE 3.4.
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TABLE 3.4 CALIBRATION CONSTANTS

Probe n B

Hot Film 0.54 0.43
Hot Wire 0.44 0.23

These calibration constants along with the values for

tunnel velocity (U), mean voltage (E) and rms voltage (Ve' 2 )

were inserted into Equation 2.34 to calculate turbulence

intensity. The results along with the result recorded by

Nestor [Ref. 1:p. 45] before installation of the damping

screen are presented in TABLE 3.5.

TABLE 3.5 TURBULENCE INTENSITY
q Velocity Turb Int% Turb Int% Turb Int%

(lbf/ft 2 ) (ft/s) BEFORE Hot Film Hot Wire

10 94.5 0.65 0.35

20 133.7 1.53 0.40

30 163.7 0.6 1.28 0.43

40 189.0 1.19 0.42

50 211.3 1.09 0.39

60 231.5 1.04 0.34

As discussed in Chapter II, turbulence intensity values

include the summation of the axial and vertical velocity

perturbations. Table 3.6 reduces the turbulence intensities

of TABLE 3.5 by 0.707 on the assumption that the hot-wire

anemometer measures both vertical and axial velocity

perturbations in a flow field with isotropic turbulence.
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TABLE 3.6 LONGITUDINAL TURBULENCE INTENSITY BASED ON
ISOTROPIC ASSUMPTION

q Velocity Turb Int % Turb Int % Turb Int%

(lbf/ft 2 ) (ft/sec) BEFORE Hot Film Hot Wire

10 94.5 -_0.46 0.25

20 133.7 - 1.08 0.28

30 163.7 0.4 0.91 0.30

40 189.0 0.84 0.30
50 211.3 0.77 0.28

60 231.5 0.74 0.24

Turbulence intensity values are precise to the first decimal

place.

Nestor used a hot wire and acquisition system designed by

Professor James Miller, a former Naval Postgraduate School

professor. Comparison of his result to the results of the hot

wire showed a 25.0% to 28.3% reduction in turbulence intensity

at a dynamic pressure of 30.0 lbf/ft 2 .

The difference between the results provided by the hot

film and the hot wire was thoroughly investigated. A

systematic replacement of various elements of the acquisition

system produced similar results. Cables, transducers, even

the film probe were replaced. Employees of TSI Incorporated

offered helpful advice but maintained the sensors should

produce similar results.

Possible explanations for the disparity between the

results of the two sensors were reviewed. These included

spurious signals of increased eddy shedding due to the larger
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diameter of the film probe, and drift in the probe

calibration. However, summing all the losses does not account

for the significant difference between the values registered

by the two sensors.

Bradshaw [Ref. 8:p. J72] describes the errors inherent in

the linearization process. These errors have a direct effect

on the calibration constants B and n, and thus the values for

turbulence intensity. The accuracy of the calibration curve

for each sensor was checked. The tunnel was operated at a

known speed and values for the dc voltage required to maintain

constant sensor temperature were recorded. The velocities

corresponding to the recorded voltages were obtained from

Figures 2.18 and 2.19. The mean velocity registered by the

hot wire exceeded the tunnel speed by 3.9% while the velocity

from the hot film differed by 10.7%. This suggested more

error was induced by the linearization of the hot film

response than that of the hot wire.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS/RECOMNENDATIONS

The data obtained was acquired along the vertical

centerplane in the test section. It is not implied that a

complete mapping of the test section has been performed.

Rather, these results document the present condition of the

tunnel. Future modifications to the tunnel to further improve

the flow quality should reference this material.

A. LATERAL PRESSURE VARIATION

The tunnel is healthy in this regard. Variation of the

total and static pressure across the test section is within

1.0% of the mean pressure. Whether or not the damping screen

had an effect in this uniform behavior could not be determined

since recent documentation in this area could not be found.

B. LONGITUDINAL PRESSURE VARIATION

This phase of the calibration was not performed. The

number one priority for future work on the tunnel is to reduce

the total head oscillation. A primitive investigation was

conducted in this regard. Seams in the high pressure areas

within the tunnel were temporarily sealed. Subsequent tunnel

operations revealed a decrease in the frequency of small

amplitude fluctuations as observed on the reference system

micromanometer. A large amplitude low frequency oscillation

still remained. The automated pressure reading method and
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existing data acquisition system described by Nestor [Ref. 1]

should be used to investigate this further. Total and static

pressure sensors could be used to obtain time histories of the

oscillations for more detailed analysis.

The possibility of separation in the diffuser section

should be considered [Ref. 3:p. 1211. Inserting tripping

devices through the breather slot would energize the boundary

layer forward of the diffuser. An improvement in flow through

the diffuser section would be evident by a damping of the

total pressure fluctuations.

C. FLOW ANGULARITY

A combination of the current condition of turning vanes

and single fan operations without the use of flow

straighteners, has produced an angular variation of

approximately ±1.00 within the test section. Aside from

repairing the damaged blades which would increase total

pressure, adjustment of the trailing edge tabs on the turning

vanes in the settling chamber could remove both the rotation

and the -1.00 flow inclination from the test section. With an

associated pressure loss, installation of 0.5-inch-thick

honeycomb might produce similar results with less speculation.

Consideration must be given to repairing the damaged set

of blades. Further modifications may not be necessary if the

tunnel is restored to its designed operating condition.

If flow angularity is to be improved by either of the
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methods suggested, the system for laterally positioning flow

sensors needs to be improved. A more stable system combined

with an automated data acquisition system should provide

accurate measurements to enable fine adjustment of the turning

vanes.

The theory involved in the calibration and operation of

the yawhead is consistent with material presented in the

introductory aerodynamics course taught within the Aeronautics

and Astronautics Department. A laboratory which examines the

correlation of theoretical to experimental results would

augment the most basic of aerodynamic theories, flow about a

sphere.

D. TUNNEL TURBULENCE

The reduction in turbulence intensity was encouraging.

The effect of the honeycomb/screen combination would further

reduce turbulence in addition to improving flow angularity.

Future turbulence measurements should include an examination

of the spectral density to identify frequency concentrations

in the energy spectrum.

The disparity in results between the hot film and the hot

wire remains. One method which was not examined was to place

both sensors in the tunnel and simultaneously record data.
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E. CLOSING REMARKS

The condition of the tunnel has deteriorated due to

neglect. Chipped paint and an occasional piece of cloth tape

litter the damping screen. Paint is peeling from the walls

of the test section. Technicians who have been employed for

years cannot remember the last time the power section was

lubricated. Periodic maintenance is required.

Even in its present condition the Academic Wind Tunnel

offers a large test section for a wide variety of uses. As

student quotas increase, more class laboratories could be

conducted in the facility to increase operating time in the

Aerolab Wind Tunnel for graduate level research.

Most importantly, there are members of the faculty and

staff who are capable and enjoy working with students to

improve the flow quality. They liken tunnel calibration to

flight testing. Both offer the aerodynamicist an opportunity

to incorporate his theoretical background to improve the

operational quality of the facility.
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